
Carol Frost 

The Poet's Tact, and a Necessary Tactlessness 

V^/riginally toe* was a word for the sense of touch - "the various Percepts and 

Percipienda of tact, vision, hearing - sweet, hot, light - have each its bodily organ" 
(Plato). The meaning of the word modulates into the possession of a keen faculty, 
likened to the tactile, which can apprehend what is likely to offend. Today it is common 

enough parlance for the delicate perception of what is proper or fitting in dealing with 
others. It implies skill in dealing with people in difficult situations, composure, and 
even a ready knowledge of how to act (savoir faire). In poetry's context, the poet being 
in Lorca's definition "professor of the five senses," tact seems a particularly apt word 
for an activity of the poet which involves the senses and some (sometimes more and 
sometimes less) awareness of the audience. Indeed, a letter from Coleridge to Sotheby 
in 1895 helps to establish this usage of the word: "You . . . must needs have a better 
tact of what will offend that class of readers." 

Literary jargon for a similar faculty is the word decorum, which seems to have in 
its usage less to do with the relationship between poet and audience than I would 
like to make of, and something more of conformity and "rules" (as decreed, for 

instance, by later neoclassical theorists or today's socio-cultural arbiters) than a 
discussion of this plastic and qualitative faculty ought, by my way of thinking, to be 
associated with. My essay, in other words, is not meant to discuss the historical 
reductions and recoveries of the essential nature of what others have called decorum 
and I am calling now tact. 

Tact is neither absolute nor formulaic; constituent, rather, with the discreet choices 
that apply to the style and stance, not to say techniques, of the poem (also to a poet's 
individual tone, diction, and voice). Tact in the so-called Prose Tradition (natural 
words in a natural order) would involve certain other choices than those needed to be 
made with poems in the Lyric Tradition (of a Hopkins, Crane, etc.). A cursory look 
at the poetry of this century reveals a vast range of language and voice, different 
aesthetics and different senses of propriety, even sometimes in the same poet: Stevens, 
for instance, with his light touch and sense of precarious perfection, somehow innocent, 
in some of the poems in Harmonium, all riddle and jest in others, and, later, grand 
but almost routine, as if he felt himself swathed in celestial damp cloudiness. 

Still, there must be some characteristics, qualities of tact that can be extracted 
from the many, many examples of it, in all sorts of verse, that pertain, obtain, etc. 
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Whether measure and order rule or ecstasy and trance do (Apollo's lyre or the Dionysian 
flute), tact causes the poet to resist both excess and deficiency - or, to be more accurate, 
often first to court them and then to resist them - acknowledging discord or incongruity 
(what Jarrell called "offhess"). The poet may during the composition of a poem add 

astringency to high passions or artifice to deep sincerity, and begin a reconciliation of 

opposites, to use Coleridgian terms, that matters. 
The poet neither wants to offend nor to base all aesthetic choices on how the 

audience, if he could figure whom the audience consisted of, is likely to respond. I 
think most poets finding a phrasing that seemed especially fine or somehow right 
for a passage would use it, despite some feeling that the phrase was likely to cause 
offense. We can all think of instances where giving offense has seemed notoriously 
to be the case, though even the naughty poet, I would suggest, was holding something 
back - on aesthetic grounds or from notions, however restrained, of propriety - or 
had an alternative audience in mind (an audience of peers and close friends, in all 

likelihood). For the inflections of language adequately to stand for the inflection of 

experience, one which some reader's sensibility can respond to, or totally reject, the 

poet must take some pains. It is the rare poet for whom a poem is entirely objective, 
separate from the reader. At the same time it seems to me to be virtually impossible 
to know for certain how many of the poet's choices are intentional (or even what 
is absolutely offensive). We would have to know much about the poet's temperament 
and character to achieve that certainty, as well as his or her ideas about how a poem 
affects the audience emotionally and morally, the poet's theories about how an 
audience is likely to perceive the world of the poem, the poet's heart and "nervous 

system" (Eliot), and the poet's responses to certain images and language, from 

which, with little doubt, many of his or her discriminations stem. This sort of 
exhaustive inquiry, if it could be made, seems far beyond the scope of most critics 
and certainly the common reader. Some poets have undertaken just such a study, 
recognizing, perhaps, that more than meets the eye of the reader goes into the 

making of an aesthetic - John Berryman's studies of Yeats, for instance, which 
included the autobiographies, personal meetings with the poet, close study of the 

poems and the criticism, and much talk with others. 
The audience is significantly important to the poet, for it is the audience who will 

end up deciding what is essentially adequate as truth or beauty or expression. And 

poets, who form parts of several audiences - some friendly, some more critical - , also 
look to the greater audience to tell, for instance, whether conventional and stereotypical 
adjustments and maladjustments were made in the course of popular appreciation of 
a poem. What one hopes for, instead, is that for whatever sort of poetry it was, sensations 
and emotions, abstractions and concretions were presented with freshness and some 
sense of proportion, an excitement ensuing. 

The poet's sense of what will suffice in this regard is related to the overall notion 
that harmony and discord exist together in poetry, as in life. When Henrik Ibsen 
condemned the women in the Scandinavian Club for not supporting his attempt to 

give them voting rights, calling them ignorant, immoral, dregs, a countess flinched 
from the unspeakable and fainted. His goal was to "take the mark of monkishness 
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from people's minds ... the shortsightedness and subservience and unthinking trust 
in authority" (letter of 12 July 1875), and when A Doll's House was published four 

years later, it was criticized for the discord it sowed. It attacked social conventions 

regarding women, and there was no happy ending. While some critics praised the 

piece for its economy of language and its simplicity, one critic complained that the 
audience had seen "something sorely unbeautiful and retain only the sense of pain 
which is the inevitable outcome when no conciliation shows us the final victory of 
ideals" (Frederik Petersen, Aftenblat, 9 January 1980). We see more clearly, now that 
the ethical and moral issues about marriage are more or less resolved, that an easy 
conciliation, one that too easily pleases conventional standards of behavior, was not 
wanted - and that ideals change. 

I think of a boy I knew under age ten who at the end of his father's reading of 
Kafka's Metatnorphosisbccamc agitated. "He's going to change him back into a man, 
isn't he?" the boy wanted to know and when the charwoman swept Gregor away cried 
out against the author. Couldn't Kafka have done whatever he wanted? Was he stupid? 
The boy's brother, a year older, tried to calm him. "He was always an insect," he said. 
The wiser older brother already understood an essence of literary tact - that tactlessness 
was sometimes necessary and even desirable. 

A poem may be praised for its fluency and smoothness or for its dissidence, where 
the usual equilibrium of style and statement are more than slightly tipped toward 
antithesis. Or put another way, a counter movement may usefully play against the 
familiar satisfactions involved with love or human joy. And still a third way, the 

expectations of the reader of, say, a love sonnet, where beauty and grace prevail, 
may be overturned when an undercurrent of irony or threat is revealed or if, thrillingly, 
an image for which there is no precedent in the poem suddenly appears. The formal 

arrangement in the poem, the structure, is often what holds even the most intense 
and the most banal statements and images together in suspension while the dramatic 
situation or the conclusion of the argument in the poem produces a reconciliation 

ofopposites. 
To speak further of a contemporary poet's task - concerning balance, reconciliation, 

imagination - one might best turn to poems and particularly to early drafts where all 
is still in flux. If as Williams said, a poem is a large or small machine made of words, 
seeing how the calibrations were made, the screws and bolts fitted, may help us to see 

something of its workings when it is up and running, or at least something of the 

poet's tact, which is fluid rather than offering a solution to the poet for how to write 

poetry. There is the added advantage of a poignancy in being able to see the unfinished 
work- too many words, too few, the wrong ones, the right ones - an earnest wholeness 

implicit and some hesitation equally present. 
It is useful to keep in mind that the composition of a poem, the making, often 

involves a fair amount of improvising, an activity usually associated with jazz and in 

jazz one which occurs in real time - for instance, variations and embellishments in 

performance of a known tune. In both cases there is an important element of motion, 
a mind or sensibility in process, not stasis. In poetry and music a form may generate 
these changes, and when the artist is in the late stages of understanding the form 
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(received or nonce or revised - inversions, truncations - or free*), the generative form 
can help the poet improvise - where aesthetic decisions are made during one draft, 
the draft, perhaps, being composed quite rapidly. 

A letter John Berryman wrote to his mother eleven years after he wrote the first few 
lines of the first Dream Songs reveals a strong awareness of the art and craft of the 

particular style of poem he was writing: UI have a style now pared straight to the bone 
and can make the reader's nerve jump by moving my little finger" (25 April 1959 ). By 
1962 he was writing as many as fourteen of the Songs m a week, experimenting with 
both lyric and narrative qualities, borrowing vocabularies, mixing tones, shaping 
and revising with his keen sense of form, "with rocking meter, anapests, spondees, 
dactyls." Often, only one draft stands before the finished poem. These single drafts 

show, for one thing, Berryman's complicated sense of conditionality. The changes 
in syntax and, very importantly, in diction show Berryman's concern with the play 
between heard dissonance and meant dissonance. Dissonance is the rule. Many of the 
revisions are alliteratively based, where the abstract meaning is utterly changed but 
the sound is nearly the same. In Dream Song s 7 the word haul becomes in the final 
draft maul. And in Dream Song 34 died becomes pried. Henry's voice, in extremity, 
is not solely the condition for the change. The overall quality of the poem and the 

poet's sense of tact require a tipping toward more or less sense even as the poem's 
overall sound has been struck. 

Another sort of change that Berryman made can be seen by comparing the first 
draft of Dream Song 2 6 with its published version. In both drafts Henry and his alter- 

ego (and conscience) Mr. Bones both speak of Henry's - and some say 
Berryman's - pride (line 16) and promiscuity ("interested in women's bodies, / his 
loins were & were the scene of stupendous achievement"), but the careful reader will 
note that the poem turns on a strong sense of morality (starting in line 12) and ends 
with a strong implication of guilt, where he says his death is a marvelous "piece of 
luck." Here's the first draft: 

me aria 
The glories of the world struck me, made my mind sing, once. 
- What happen then, Mr Bones? 
if you be cares to say. 
- Henry. Henry became interested in women's bodies, 

*The free verse poet is not excluded from this notion of improvisation - whenever in what has 
been said, the quality of the assertion is foremost, and this involves motion and tempo, the 
play of imagery, the aura of words, the short and long sequences of phrases and clauses, 
the abiding rhythms, rhythmic shifts, and the abiding notion of natural speech transformed 
into something else (varied, augmented, diminished, grouped into new variants), then 
improvisation is to some degree at work. Further, there is now a significant body of work 
in free verse which constitutes a tradition that the contemporary poet may absorb or be in 
peril of making old choices. 
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# 
his loins were & were thcA scene of stupendous achievement. /# 
Stupor. Knees, dear. Pray. 

All the knobs & softness of, my God, 
the ducking & trouble it was to Henry, /swam (in) on 
at one time. 
- What happen / then, Mr Bones? 
you seem excited-like. 

# 
- Fell Henry back into A the original crime: art, rime 

s 
besides a sence of others, my God, my God, 
and a jealousy for the honour ( &life) of his country, 

alive 

and what can get more odd? 

pk» and discontent with the thriving gangs and pride. 
- What happen / then, Mr Bones? 

# 
- I had a most marvelous A 

piece of luck. I died. 
(Box 5-Published Poetry: 77 Dream Songs, folder i) 

The final version is as follows, as first published in 77 Dream Songs: 

26 
The glories of the world struck me, made me aria, once. 
- What happen then, Mr Bones? 
if be you cares to say. 
- Henry. Henry became interested in women's bodies, 
his loins were & were the scene of stupendous achievement. 

Stupor. Knees, dear. Pray. 

All the knobs & softness of, my God, 
the ducking & trouble it swarm on Henry, 
at one time. 
- What happen then, Mr Bones? 
you seems excited-like. 
- Fell Henry back into the original crime: art, rime 

besides a sense of others, my God, my God, 
and a jealousy for the honour (alive) of his country, 
what can get more odd? 
and discontent with the thriving gangs & pride. 
- What happen then, Mr Bones? 
- I had a most marvelous piece of luck. I died. 

The replacements of "me aria" for "my mind sing" in the phrase "made me aria"; 
"Swarm on" for "was to" in "the ducking and trouble it swarm on Henry"; and "alive" 
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("for the honour alive of his country") for "& life" are all movements toward a more 

passionate syntax.** Are they displays of tact or tactlessness? The discomfort for the 
reader caused by unfamiliar phrasings, strong feelings, disjunctions of syntax, even the 

subjects of Berryman's poems - suicide, serial killing, promiscuity - have caused and 
continue to cause consternation, despite what I would argue has become the new 
convention in poetry, in taking surprise to its limit: a tendency toward shock, where 

formerly the milder emotions satisfied. In an era where surprise reigns supreme, it gets 
harder and harder to surprise with the usual emotions and usual techniques (if anyone 
is paying much attention to technique). Questions of tact change too, and tactlessness, 
even a seeming want of care in the composition, may be what is felt is needed to win 
the admiration of the audience. Berryman, who everywhere shows evidence of care in 
his poems, intervening, deciding what to set down, preserving, and heightening, was 

deeply aware of his audience, but his audience may have failed him. If for a few the 

impression is of outcry, of many minds at work - of multiple tones and speakers - and 
of the true, for many readers the verses have too much moral and artistic bite. 

It is not for the reader who lacks the illusion and the sense of individual expression 
in the subject and in the voicing that the poet composes, but for the one who can 

appreciate the courage to commit a madness now and then or a quietness, the poet 
who makes an "abstraction blooded," as Stevens said. Berryman at his best articulates 
in fracture. Baby talk, minstrel voice, and other voices and tones combine and interrupt. 
The poems are noisy. I can think of few poets as quiet, on the other hand, as Donald 
Justice. Quiet may not be the exact word. To quote Justice in his praisefiil essay on 
Williams: "There is nothing extra, no excrescence, no excess, no showing off; nor 
indeed any shortcoming." Justice's language is often radiant, but there is no neon. 
And in his articulation readers can feel a knowledge which they cannot think. 

Justice accomplishes this by not saying. A comparison between a late draft and the 
final version of "A Man of 1794," shows what he is willing to leave out in order to 

gain the power of the partial, or unsaid, truth - of proportionate secrecy and mystery, 
proportionate to the voice of the poem and to human emotion - his emotion, 
Robespierre's, and ours. In the draft the ironies and the descriptions of Robespierre's 
state of mind are in a sense too close to the reader, and the poem, though sprinkled 
with details of emotion, is not significantly enough worded. Consider: 

And like a discarded statue, propped up in a cart, 
He is borne along toward the page allotted to him in history. 

/the inevitable end. 

* * It is interesting to note here that the changes in the poem don't affect the form of the poem. 
The end words are the same, the rhymes the same, the pattern beginning with the unrhymed 
word once (line 11 also unrhymed - like). There's an assortment of occasional rhyming but 
clearly meant to be heard - Bones repeated three times; ̂ 0// repeated once and also rhyming 
with odd; bodies, Henry, country; say, pray; time, rime. line 11 is also unrhymed - like - , but 
the poem ends strongly rhyming with the third repetition of sounds {odd and Bones) and 
with the strong rhyme pride and died. 
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To open his heavy-lidded eyes now would be merely 
To familiarize himself with the banal and destined route. 

Within himself he feels quite cool, despite the heat of high summer. 
The crowd, nevertheless, sweats with anticipation. 
It may be that they fear he will yet address them 
And call them once more to their inflamed duty. 

But this he cannot do; the broken jaw prevents speech. 
Today he will not accuse the accusers; it is perhaps all that saves them. 
Meanwhile he makes no attempt to disguise the obvious pain 
But moans a little from time to time, even now unable to remain totally silent, 

Moans which blend with the chance roars and murmurs of the people - 

Of whom he is at last one. But it is hard after all to sympathize 
With a man once so immaculate who, after a single night 
Of ambiguous confinement, grows careless of his appearance. 

He is vaguely aware of the mockery of the streets, 
But all that is beyond him now. Rousseau was right, 
Of that he is still convinced: Man is naturally Good. 
And in the moment before the blade eases his pain, 

He is thinking perhaps of his dog or the woods at Choissy, 
His last thought in any case of a perfectly trivial nature, 
As if he were possessed now of an infinite leisure. 
A cry said to be like that of an animal endures on one of history's pages. 

Here is the published version: 

A Man of 1794 

And like a discarded statue, propped up in a cart, 
He is borne along toward the page allotted to him in history. 

To open his heavy-lidded eyes now would be merely 
To familiarize himself with the banal and destined route. 

He is aware of the mockery of the streets, 
But does not understand it. It hardly occurs to him 

That what they fear is that he might yet address them 
And call them back to their inflamed duty. 

But this he cannot do; the broken jaw prevents speech. 
Today he will not accuse his accusers; it is perhaps all that saves them. 

Meanwhile his head rocks back and forth loosely on his chest 
With each new jolt and lurch of the endless-seeming street: 

Impossible to resist this idiot shaking. 
- But it is hard after all to sympathize 
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With a man formerly so immaculate, 
Who, after a single night of ambiguous confinement, 

Grows careless of his appearance. Nevertheless, 
Under the soiled jabot, beneath the blue stained coat, 

Are the principles nothing has shaken. Rousseau was right, 
Of that he is still convinced: Man is naturally good! 

And in the moment before the blade eases his pain, 
He thinks perhaps of his dog or the woods at Choissy, 

Some thought in any case of a perfectly trivial nature, 
As if he were possessed now of a sweet, indefinite leisure. 

The chief differences are in the omissions. There is no reference in the final draft to 
the statesman's ucooP feeling in the heat of high summer. His detachment, and the 
more or less inadvertent moans concurrent with his "obvious pain" (Unes 11-13 in the 
earlier draft) are also absent. What is for most people just a cry or groan becomes for 
Justice the thing to try to articulate, so that people can feel for themselves what it 
must have felt like to be in the wagon in Robespierre's place. The uncried cry exerts 
a great power. The phrase in its absence - "Impossible to resist this idiot shaking" - 
is full of this power. It is not quite analogous to the emotion but reminds us of the 
eloquence of silence; for example, in suppressed cries, tears, sighs, and in the face of 
doom. There is nothing to be done: the head shakes, the jaw is broken, the wagon 
moves toward the guillotine, and Robespierre, mocked by the crowd, is hardly there 
at all. Still, he resists, or tries to resist his fears, and his principles are unshaken - a fine 
repetition in Une 19 of the detail in Une 13 ). We are meant to feel for him, but not, I 
think, to feel sorry. The cry "said to be like that of an animal" has been erased from 
history's pages. 

The balance between detachment and pity changes and in this change there is 
arguably more room for feeling than less. Perhaps it is simply another sort of feeling, 
one that for Justice is consistent with fatalism. It would be hard to name the feeling. 
Feelings. Justice has spoken in other poems of trivial pleasures - in the Tremayne 
poems, for instance, where the simple light at dusk and a task like watering the 
lawn suffices. In "A Man of 1794" the indeterminate, trivial thoughts ("perhaps" 
of the woods at Choissy or of his dog) are a bright, if ironic, complement to 
Robepierre's fate. But they are in effect unknowable. The end is equaUy unknowable - 

possession by "a sweet, indefinite leisure" (last Une in the finished draft). Indefinite, 
not the "infinite" of the penultimate Une in the earUer draft, with its associations with 
the eternal. The unknown leans on the known (such as the historical event and 
Rousseau's philosophy) just as the unspoken leans on the spoken. The result is a 
deeply felt ambivalence and a deeply communicated one: Stevens's "blooded 
abstraction." The tension in the draft of the poem is too resolved; the solution to 
the discomforts of the situation is pity. In the final version the tension is resolved (we 
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know how this will end) but does not go entirely away, for Justice reminds us more 
than once of what we cannot know. 

This may be the supreme gesture of tact: not to close down the poem in trying to 
make it whole. The poets I've talked about come, in one sense, from two schools. For 

Berryman more is more and for Justice less is more. And yet the elements of choosing 
what will suffice, regardless of temperamental differences, in both cases turn on an 
active coming to terms with language and its effects on an often prejudiced and 
sometimes obscure audience. The desire seems clearly to be for revelation, the intrinsic 

speech of the poet creating a poetry with it own intrinsic sort of truth or, if one prefers, 
of beauty. For neither poet does a poem merely eventuate in the last line. When their 

poems move to conclusion, a logic isn't concluded so much as a variety of dramatic 
and writerly forces is brought into equilibrium. The poems may bother readers with 
tone too amplified or understated, for any number of reasons. What I've said has been 
meant to speak for the risks in either style, quite necessary risks, to write a poem that 
will seem both familiar and wildly original. 
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